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Flameless candles are made
from wax and look and feel
real, but they don’t mess or
release any toxins.

The soft touch
of Uyuni
The crystal clear night skies of South
America’s Uyuni salt flats were the inspiration
behind the patented Uyuni LED candles, as
the designers dared to dream of bringing the
allure of these distant galaxies into homes
around the world.
The night sky above the isolated salt flats is
crystal clear owing to the clean air and the
absence of light pollution, and this innovative
range of candles has been designed to

ensure clean, smoke free air and a delightful
ambience in any home.
The real wax surface of Uyuni Candles adds
to the candlelight ambience, but without any
of the harmful chemicals that are released by
regular wax candles.
The gently flickering candlelight illuminates
any dark space to create a restful and
inviting ambience.

Candles offer the most soothing,
relaxing and romantic of lighting, and
Uyuni Candles have made it safe to
enjoy candlelight anywhere, any time
in your home.

The perfect
setting
This beautiful range of flameless candles
offers a limitless array of groupings to suit
any room, setting or occasion.
The beauty of Uyuni Candles is that they can
be turned on and off or dimmed by remote
control, with timer options of 4, 6, 8 or 10
hours.
There is also a 6-hour manual timer switch
under each candle to control your lighting
and to conserve battery life.
An added bonus is that Uyuni Candles are
safe to carry as they aren’t hot to the touch
and the ‘flame’ can’t burn you. Safety for
your family is assured as Uyuni Candles can
be left unattended as they do not present a
fire hazard, and are safe around children and
pets. Standard battery safety guidelines still
apply.

Choose your
individual style
The Taper Candle stands tall and stately,
with its floating, flickering wick creating
the illusion of true candlelight. A beautiful
candle for reading, the Taper is also perfect
for mini task lighting next to a bed or for
carrying to the bathroom or kitchen at night.
The Pillar Candle has the aesthetic beauty of
a traditional candle. Striking standing on its
own, the Pillar also works wonderfully in a
grouping of different sized Pillar Candles or
mixed with all the other candles in the Uyuni
range. A new addition to the collection is the
ivory Pillar Candles with its raised shoulder

(pictured right). This design touch gives the
candle a more realistic look, as if lit and
enjoyed previously.
The Tealight Candle stands alone as a
beautiful pinprick of light to softly brighten a
dark corner of a room or to accent a stairwell
or corridor. When grouped the Tealight
creates a beautiful, flickering display, either
with other tealights, in a circle around a
Pillar Candle or around a grouping of Pillars.
The Tealight is available with the Uyuni
remote ready function, and its LED light sets
the ambience beautifully.

Affordable
ambience

Uyuni Candles have provided hoteliers and
restaurateurs with substantial cost savings
compared to using traditional candles.
The cost of replacing wax candles every
day is high, while the waxy mess created by
candles burning down adds to the workload
of hotel or restaurant staff.

Uyuni
features
• Dimmable
• Unscented
• Patented 3D flame
• Warm-white LEDs
• 3 brightness levels*
• 4 | 6 | 8 | 10 hour-timer *
• On | off control of all candles at once*
• Can operate by remote control*
• Tapers glow for over 200 hours
• Pillars glow for over 400 hours

*The Standard Tealight excludes remote control
& timer features.

Safe as houses
Get all of the flames with none of the burns. Uyuni
Lighting’s unique candles are safe for children to
use. Whether it’s an indoor sleepover, a picnic
under the trees or an outdoor adventure, you
can now give your child an authentic experience
without ever having to worry about their safety.
Create an atmosphere that is fun, safe and let’s
their imagination run wild.

Pillar Candles
Material

Virgin paraffin Wax

Colours

Nordic White / Ivory

Batteries

2 x AA (not incl.)

NORDIC WHITE

IVORY

400+ hrs glowing time
W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-IV78010

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-IV78015

W7,8 x H20,3cm
UL-PI-IV78020

W7,8 x H25cm
UL-PI-IV78025

W5 x H7,5cm
UL-PI-IV0506

W5,8 x 10,1cm
UL-PI-IV06010

W5,8 x 15,2cm
UL-PI-IV06015

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-IVS78010

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-IVS78015

W7,8 x H20,3cm
UL-PI-IVS78020

W15,2 x H15,2cm
(triple flame)
UL-TF-IV15218

W4,8 x H22,2cm
UL-PI-IV05025

W5,8 x H22,2cm
UL-PI-IV06025

W6,8 x H22,2cm
UL-PI-IV07025

W10,1 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-IV10110

W10,1 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-IV10115

W10,1 x H20,3cm
UL-PI-IV10120

W10,1 x H25cm
UL-PI-IV10125

*All candle height dimensions exclude the 2,8cm LED Flame

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-NW78010

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-NW78015

W7,8 x H20,3cm
UL-PI-NW78020

W7,8 x H25cm
UL-PI-NW78025

W5 x H7,5cm
UL-PI-NW0506

W5,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-NW06010

W5,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-NW06015

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-NWS78010

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-NWS78015

W7,8 x H20,3cm
UL-PI-NWS78020

W15,2 x H15,2cm
(triple flame)
UL-TF-NW15218

W4,8 x H22,2cm
UL-PI-NW05025

W5,8 x H22,2cm
UL-PI-NW06025

W6,8 x H22,2cm
UL-PI-NW07025

W10,1 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-NW10110

W10,1 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-NW10115

W10,1 x H20,3cm
UL-PI-NW10120

W10,1 x H25cm
UL-PI-NW10125

*All candle height dimensions exclude the 2,8cm LED Flame

Occasion Pillars
Material

Virgin Paraffin Wax

Colours

Carmine Red / Forest Black / 		

CARMINE RED

Occasion Pillars

Flanell Grey / Sandstone
Texture
Batteries

Rustic
2 x AA (not incl.)
400+ hrs glowing time

W5 x H7,5cm
UL-PI-RE0506

W5,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-RE06010

Virgin Paraffin Wax

Colours

Metallic Gold / Metallic Silver

Texture

Rustic

Batteries

2 x AA (not incl.)
400+ hrs glowing time		

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-RE78010

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-RE78015

FOREST BLACK

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-FB78010

*All candle height dimensions exclude the 2,8cm LED Flame

W5,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-RE06015

Material

W7,8 x H20,3cm
UL-PI-RE78020

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-SA78010

W5 x H7,5cm
UL-PI-MG0506

Outdoor Pillar Candle

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-SA78015

Material

Plastic

Colours

White

Texture

Plain

Batteries

2 x C (not incl.)
1000+ hrs glowing time

Features

UV Protected
Water resistant: IPX5

		

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-MG78010

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-MG78015

METALLIC SILVER

W5 x H7,5cm
UL-PI-MS0506

W7,8 x H25cm
UL-PI-RE78025

SANDSTONE

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-FB78015

METALLIC GOLD

W7,8 x H12,8cm
UL-OU-WH78013

W7,8 x H10,1cm
UL-PI-MS78010

W7,8 x H15,2cm
UL-PI-MS78015

Taper Candles

Christmas Taper Candles

IVORY

Material

Virgin paraffin Wax

Material

Plastic

Colours

Nordic White / Ivory

Colours

Nordic White

Batteries

2 x AAA (not incl.)

Batteries

2 x AAAA (not incl.)

200+ hrs glowing time

NORDIC WHITE

150+ hrs glowing time

W2,3 x H15,5cm
UL-TA-IV02313

W2,3 x H20,5cm
UL-TA-IV02323

W2,3 x H25,2cm
UL-TA-IV02528-2
(twin pack)

W1,3 x H13,8cm
UL-TA-NW01312-2
(twin pack)

W2,3 x H35cm
UL-TA-IV02535-2
(twin pack)

Christmas Tree Candles

NORDIC WHITE

Material

Virgin Paraffin Wax

Colours

Nordic White / Ivory

Batteries

2 x AA (not incl.)

NORDIC WHITE

W1,3 x H13,8cm
UL-TA-NW01312-4CP
Incl. 4 gold painted clips
(4-pack)

IVORY

400+ hrs glowing time

W2,3 x H15,5cm
UL-TA-NW02313

*All candle height dimensions exclude the 2,8cm LED Flame

W2,3 x H20,5cm
UL-TA-NW02323

W2,3 x H25cm
UL-TA-NW02528-2
(twin pack)

W2,3 x H35cm
UL-TA-NW02535-2
(twin pack)

W105 x H180
UL-XT-NW21
(Christmas Tree)

*All candle height dimensions exclude the 2,8cm LED Flame

W105 x H180
UL-XT-IV21
(Christmas Tree)

Tealight Candles
Material

NORDIC WHITE

Plastic

Batteries

*XL Tealight is wax-coated

BY UYUNI LIGHTING

Colours

Nordic White Only

Batteries

STANDARD: 1 x CR2032 (incl.)
80+ hrs glowing time
PREMIUM: 1 x CR2450 (incl.)
120+ hrs glowing time

W3,8 x H2cm
UL-TE-NW038ST
(Standard - No timer/
remote function)

W3,8 x H2cm
UL-TE-NW039PR
(Premium - Remote-Ready)

W6,1 x H2,2cm
UL-TE-NW061
(XL Tealight
Remote-Ready)

XL: 2 x AAA (not incl.)
200+ hrs glowing time

Remote Control
Material

HIPS Plastic

Dimensions

W3,9 x H9 x D0,7cm

Weight

9g

Batteries

1 x CR2025 (incl.)

UL-BA-AA

UL-BA-AAA

UL-BA-AAAA

UL-BA-C

UL-BA-2032

UL-BA-2450

1,5V, 2300mAh

1,5V, 1000mAh

1,5V, 580mAh

1,5V, 6700mAh

CR2032 3V, 240mAh

CR2450 3V, 550mAh

4 Pack

4 Pack

4 Pack

2 Pack

5 Pack

5 Pack

*Please note that information in this catalogue is subject to change without notice.
PAT E N T PENDING
COMPLIANCE
UL-RE00001

*All candle height dimensions exclude the 2,8cm LED Flame

Uyuni Candles have been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class B digital device pursuant to part 15 of the FCC rules.

Uyuni Lighting
Bymosevej 17, 3200 Helsinge, Denmark
info@uyunilighting.com
www.uyunilighting.com
+45 70 666 888

